Date: 04/02/2020  
Re: Mexico Health Emergency Decree COVID-19  

Dear Valued Customer,

The state of Sonora in Mexico has ordered that all non-essential activities in Sonora be suspended through April 30th in order to mitigate the spread and transmission of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) in the community.

The State of Sonora does not recognize the U.S Department of Homeland Security CISA critical infrastructure sectors as exemptions under this order.

Our business related to the Medical Industry is the only essential business that will be allowed to operate in Sonora, Mexico at this current time. We will continue to operate in Sonora to support this exempt business for medical supplies, medical components, and medical equipment.

As such, we have been ordered to cease all other production in our Nogales manufacturing facility in Sonora through April 30th.

Our Nogales, Arizona distribution center will remain open and shipments will continue of finished goods inventory.

Our Michigan operations are also under a stay at home order. Most of our employees are working from home and available to answers any questions.

Sincerely,

Scott Wilton  
General Manager  
Amphenol Sine Systems  
44724 Morley Drive, Clinton Township, MI 48036 USA  
swilton@amphenol-sine.com